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Abstract: This article aims to explore the integration of music education and ideological and political literacy in higher education, with the goal of cultivating students' comprehensive qualities. By analyzing the inherent connection between red ideological and political culture and higher education music, delving into their interactive relationship, and exploring how to effectively integrate elements of red ideological and political culture into music education, this study seeks to promote students' comprehensive development.

1. Introduction

With the continuous development of higher education, cultivating students' comprehensive qualities has become the core objective of modern education. Music education, as a form of artistic education, not only shapes students' artistic aesthetics but also has a close relationship with ideological and political literacy. Especially within the context of red ideological and political culture, higher education music holds deeper implications. This article will explore the integration between red ideological and political culture and higher education music, aiming to provide new perspectives for cultivating students' comprehensive qualities.

2. Red Ideological and Political Culture and Higher Education Music Education

2.1. Characteristics and Significance of Red Ideological and Political Culture

Red ideological and political culture, as a unique ideological and cultural system in China, is deeply rooted in the country's historical context. Firstly, it embodies profound revolutionary historical connotations, stemming from China's lengthy and arduous struggle to realize socialist ideals. This culture embodies the blood and sweat of countless predecessors, reflecting the indomitable spirit of the Chinese people in the pursuit of fairness, justice, and social progress.[1]

Secondly, red ideological and political culture possesses a distinct political nature. Under China's leadership, it emphasizes socialist core values, advocates communist ideals, and promotes the consciousness of the people as masters of society. This political nature makes red ideological and political culture not merely an ideology but also a robust support for China's social system and values.

The profound embodiment of socialist core values in red ideological and political culture is not only foundational for socialist construction but also provides spiritual strength for individuals. It
guides individuals in expressing love for society and gratitude towards the people through music creation and interpretation. Through a deeper understanding of this culture, higher education music can find more robust guiding directions. Students can authentically convey through musical works the social responsibility, collectivism, and yearning for a better life emphasized by red ideological and political culture.[2]

Therefore, the characteristics of red ideological and political culture lie not only in its profound historical foundations and political nature but also in its profound embodiment of socialist core values, offering profound significance and guidance for higher education music education.

2.2. Current Development Status of Higher Education Music Education

Presently, higher education music education faces dual challenges of intense social change and the development of music and arts. Although the traditional music discipline system has deep roots, it is gradually showing detachment from contemporary societal multicultural demands and interdisciplinary integration. This system's independence makes it challenging for students to comprehensively respond to real societal issues.[3]

Simultaneously, higher education music education is actively exploring how to better cultivate students' creativity, expressiveness, and sense of social responsibility. With changes in societal structure, the goal of music education is no longer solely to cultivate highly skilled music professionals but also to integrate music into social life, enabling musicians to have a broader social impact. This places higher demands on higher education music education, requiring music students to possess interdisciplinary thinking and a sense of social responsibility alongside their professional skills.[4]

This developmental status necessitates urgent reforms and innovations in higher education music education. While nurturing students' musical skills, there should be a focus on broadening the scope of music education by introducing more interdisciplinary elements. This allows students to better cope with the complex and ever-changing societal environment. Emphasizing the cultivation of students' creative thinking and expressive abilities enables them to profoundly express their relationship with society through music.

To meet the needs of societal development, higher education music education needs an organic integration with red ideological and political culture. By deeply excavating the core values of red ideological and political culture and incorporating them into the curriculum and teaching content of music education, students can be better guided to assume social responsibility in musical expression, thus realizing the social value of music education. Such integration can inherit the spirit of red ideological and political culture while satisfying the contemporary needs of higher education music education, providing richer educational resources to cultivate more comprehensive music professionals with a sense of societal responsibility.[5]

2.3. Inherent Alignment between Red Ideological and Political Culture and Music Education

There exists a profound and inherent alignment between red ideological and political culture and music education, stemming from their shared concerns regarding social responsibility, emotional expression, and pursuit of the good.

Firstly, music, as a cultural medium, is not only an artistic expression but also a carrier of societal historical memory. Red ideological and political culture emphasizes social responsibility and a spirit of dedication, while music, through melody, rhythm, and lyrics, conveys emotions and serves as a medium to express deep gratitude and feelings towards society and the people. The emotional expression of music resonates with the societal sentiments of red ideological and political culture, enabling music education to cultivate students' expressions of love for society and gratitude towards
the people, guiding students to embrace the idea of serving society and its people.[6]

Secondly, the pursuit of the good advocated by red ideological and political culture aligns with the aesthetic sense and aesthetic pursuit inherent in music. As an art form, music's unique aesthetic experience can evoke emotional resonance in people. Red ideological and political culture seeks a better society under the framework of socialist core values, while music, through expressing beautiful emotions and ideals, further promotes these socialist core values. This inherent aesthetic alignment provides a broader space for music education, allowing students to more profoundly experience the beautiful ideals of red ideological and political culture through music creation and performance.

In summary, the inherent alignment between red ideological and political culture and music education lies not only in the common points of emotional expression and social responsibility but also in the resonance of the pursuit of the good. Integrating red ideological and political culture into music education not only helps students better understand socialist core values but also allows music education to better realize its societal value, guiding students to achieve positive interactions between themselves and society in music creation and interpretation.

3. Integration Strategies and Practices

3.1. Integration of Red Ideological Elements in Music Education

In contemporary music education, integrating red ideological elements is not only an innovation but also a necessary choice to enhance students' ideological and political literacy. By skillfully selecting music pieces with themes reflecting socialist core values, music education can serve as an effective means to cultivate students' sense of social responsibility. Firstly, through interpreting these pieces, students can gain a deeper understanding of socialist core values and sense the social and responsible emotions conveyed through these musical works. Such selection not only sparks students' interest in music but also deeply integrates music education with red ideological and political culture.

Secondly, through teaching music history, music education can incorporate China's historical decisions and struggles from different eras into the curriculum. By analyzing relevant historical events, students can intuitively perceive the interactive relationship between music and societal development. Utilizing music as a means of expression through music creation and performance, these historical scenes are presented to students, helping them better comprehend China's historical struggles through music's emotional expression. This practice assists students in forming a comprehensive understanding of societal development within music learning and strengthens their identification with socialist core values.

Moreover, organizing students to participate in social practices is a crucial component of integrating red ideological elements. By engaging in community service, volunteer activities, students experience firsthand the practical power of socialist core values. By integrating these practical experiences into the process of music creation, students can better express their love for society and gratitude towards the people through music. Such musical works not only carry a deeper sense of social responsibility but also, through music's dissemination, impact a wider societal audience, leveraging music's positive role in society.

Overall, through these strategies, music education can better integrate red ideological elements, thereby nurturing students' ideological and political literacy. This integration not only helps students comprehensively understand socialist core values but also spreads these ideals through musical expression, allowing music education to actively contribute to the perpetuation of socialist core values.

3.2. Innovative Curriculum Design and Teaching Methods

In the process of integrating red ideological culture with music education, innovative curriculum
design and teaching methods play a pivotal role. Designing music courses featuring red ideological elements enables students to have a comprehensive understanding of socialist core values and deeply experience the power of these ideological elements within music learning.

Firstly, designing dedicated ideological music courses is the starting point for innovation. This course can encompass various aspects such as music history, music theory, and music composition, selecting music pieces with socialist core values as themes for interpretation to delve into their ideological significance. Through these dedicated courses, students can specifically learn and comprehend red ideological elements, forming a profound understanding of socialist core values.

Secondly, utilizing multimedia and modern technological means creates a music teaching environment with red ideological characteristics. Introducing visual and audio elements enhances the dynamism and tangibility of music education. Utilizing methods like playing relevant music pieces and videos about music history stimulates students' interest and increases their receptivity to red ideological elements. This environmental design enables students to immerse themselves in the ambiance of red ideological culture, facilitating better understanding and integration of these concepts.

Simultaneously, incorporating practical teaching is a crucial part of innovative curriculum design. Organizing students to participate in community service, volunteer activities, and expressing care and dedication towards society through music creation immerse students in real societal environments. Such practical teaching not only enhances students' sense of social responsibility but also better integrates red ideological elements into students' music creation. Through practical experience, students gain a deeper understanding of red ideological concepts and seamlessly infuse these concepts into their musical works, contributing to a better inheritance of socialist core values.

In conclusion, through innovative curriculum design and teaching methods, music education can better integrate red ideological culture, nurturing students' ideological and political literacy. This innovation isn't solely about theoretical impartation but through diverse teaching methods, allowing students to deeply feel the importance of red ideological elements in practice, establishing a strong foundation for their future music creation and expression.

3.3. Promotion of Interdisciplinary and Cross-Domain Collaboration

To promote students' comprehensive development in music education, interdisciplinary collaboration is considered an indispensable strategy. Music education is no longer an isolated discipline but deeply integrates with disciplines like literature, history, philosophy, aiming to help students better understand and experience the rich connotations of red ideological culture.

Firstly, interdisciplinary strategies include offering joint courses and projects with related disciplines. By combining with literature, history, and other subjects, music education can introduce relevant literary works and historical events, aiding students in better understanding red ideological elements within music learning. For instance, analyzing literary works related to music helps students delve deeper into the thoughts and emotions embedded in these works, which they can then integrate into music composition and performance.

Secondly, cross-domain collaboration involves inviting sociologists, artists, and other professionals for lectures and workshops. Such collaborations broaden students' perspectives and enhance their understanding of the deeper aspects of red ideological culture. Through the sharing of professionals, students encounter broader social viewpoints and cultural backgrounds, better integrating these elements into music creation.

Simultaneously, organizing students to participate in interdisciplinary music composition projects is pivotal in promoting interdisciplinary collaboration. Students can collaborate with peers from other disciplines, jointly exploring and integrating red ideological elements. This teamwork not only cultivates students' spirit of collaboration but also presents more rich and profound red ideological
cultural connotations in musical works. Through this series of strategies, the promotion of interdisciplinary and cross-domain collaboration not only expands the scope of music education but also allows students to comprehensively understand and integrate red ideological culture. This comprehensive learning and cooperative approach aim to provide students with a more diverse and profound music education experience, enabling them to better express the core values of red ideological culture in music creation and performance.

4. Comprehensive Effects of Red Ideological Culture on Higher Education Music

4.1. Enhancement of Students' Ideological and Political Literacy

The integration of red ideological culture with higher education music aims to surpass the cultivation of musical skills and emphasizes the comprehensive enhancement of students' ideological and political literacy. Through guidance from red ideological culture, students deeply understand socialist core values in music learning, shaping correct life views and values. Music, as a tool for emotional, intellectual, and attitudinal expression, allows students to better comprehend the historical context of societal development when selecting musically profound pieces. This deepens their identification with socialist core values. Such musical works aren't merely artistic creations; they represent profound reflections and expressions of socialist core values.

Participation in practical activities like music composition and performance is a significant way to enhance students' ideological and political literacy. Through practice, students consciously infuse red ideological elements into music, deepening their understanding of socialist core values in breadth and depth. This practical experience isn't just theoretical application; it's an immersive encounter with ideological culture, enabling students to tangibly feel the practical power of these ideologies in their creations.

In summary, the fusion of red ideological culture and music education not only nurtures musical skills but also elevates students' ideological and political literacy. By profoundly understanding red ideological culture, students develop an identification with socialist core values, transforming music from a mere emotional tool into a profound reflection of societal ideologies.

4.2. Cultivation of Artistic Expression and Aesthetic Sensibility

The integration of red ideological culture isn't solely about guiding thoughts; it deeply shapes students' artistic expression and aesthetic sensibilities. Music, as an art form, fundamentally expresses and conveys emotions. Through learning red ideological culture, students can better express their love for society and gratitude towards the people in music creation, making musical works resonate more deeply with emotions.

In music creation, students, by incorporating red ideological elements, can express emotional connections to society more fully. Choosing themes that evoke social responsibility and patriotism makes musical works more than just abstract artistic expressions; they become concrete echoes of societal values. This creative process not only nurtures students' creative thinking but also hones their ability to express emotions in art.

Moreover, red ideological culture plays a significant role in cultivating aesthetic sensibility. By studying music pieces infused with red ideological elements, students not only heighten their sensitivity to beauty but also develop independent aesthetic insights. Appreciating red elements within music pieces allows students to deeply comprehend the ideologies embedded within, moving beyond the surface and focusing on perceiving the content.

This cultivation of aesthetic sensibility empowers students to appreciate and create music pieces with red ideological elements, infusing their artistic expressions with depth and significance. By
merging red ideological culture with music, students experience a holistic development of artistic expression and aesthetic sensibility, providing richer meaning for personal growth and societal involvement.

4.3. Cultivation of Social Responsibility and Cultural Confidence

Throughout the process of music creation and performance, guided by red ideological elements, students conscientiously embrace social responsibility, merging individual musical expression with societal developmental needs. They become not just artists but also participants and contributors to society. Engaging in social practices and volunteer services, students deeply experience the importance of social responsibility and integrate these experiences into music creation, making musical works more socially caring and responsible. Such music creation not only reflects individual emotions but also offers a positive response to societal realities, guiding students to contribute their wisdom and passion to society's progress through music.

Simultaneously, the integration of red ideological culture instills students with a more confident expression of China's unique cultural charm. Through learning and applying traditional Chinese cultural elements, students showcase more distinctive and confident cultural characteristics in music creation and performance. This confidence contributes not only to the inheritance and promotion of Chinese traditional culture but also enhances students' competitiveness in global cultural exchanges. They can exhibit the unique charm of Chinese music on international platforms, contributing to the dissemination of Chinese culture.

The integration of red ideological culture with higher education music isn't solely about interdisciplinary integration; it's about comprehensively enhancing students' ideological and political literacy, artistic expression, aesthetic sensibility, social responsibility, and cultural confidence through music education. These comprehensive effects not only facilitate the holistic development of individual students but also establish a solid foundation for music education to play a more proactive role in society.

5. Conclusion

By deeply integrating red ideological culture with higher education music, we can comprehensively cultivate students' overall qualities. The spiritual essence of red ideological culture not only provides conceptual support for music education but also enriches students' intellectual depth. In practical implementation, emphasis should be placed on innovative teaching methods, promoting interdisciplinary approaches to stimulate students' creativity and cultural confidence. This comprehensive cultivation model will provide valuable experience in nurturing students with a stronger sense of social responsibility, innovative capabilities, and cultural depth.
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